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Innovation Configuration for Literacy Instruction for Students With Multiple and Severe Disabilities Who Use Augmentative/Alternative Communication

This paper features an innovation configuration (IC) matrix that can guide teacher preparation professionals in improving literacy instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use augmentative/alternative communication. This matrix appears in Appendix A.

An IC is a tool that identifies and describes the major components of a practice or innovation. With the implementation of any innovation comes a continuum of configurations of implementation from non-use to the ideal. ICs are organized around two dimensions: essential components and degree of implementation (Hall & Hord, 1987; Roy & Hord, 2004). Essential components of the IC—along with descriptors and examples to guide application of the criteria to course work, standards, and classroom practices—are listed in the rows of the far left column of the matrix. Several levels of implementation are defined in the top row of the matrix. For example, no mention of the essential component is the lowest level of implementation and would receive a score of zero. Increasing levels of implementation receive progressively higher scores.

ICs have been used in the development and implementation of educational innovations for at least 30 years (Hall & Hord, 2001; Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, & Newton, 1975; Hord, Rutherford, Huling-Austin, & Hall, 1987; Roy & Hord, 2004). Experts studying educational change in a national research center originally developed these tools, which are used for professional development (PD) in the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM). The tools have also been used for program evaluation (Hall & Hord, 2001; Roy & Hord, 2004).

Use of this tool to evaluate course syllabi can help teacher preparation leaders ensure that they emphasize proactive, preventative approaches instead of exclusive reliance on behavior reduction strategies. The IC included in Appendix A is designed for teacher preparation programs, although it can be modified as an observation tool for PD purposes.

The Collaboration for Effective Educator, Development, Accountability, and Reform (CEEDAR) Center ICs are extensions of the seven ICs originally created by the National Comprehensive Center for Teacher Quality (NCCTQ). NCCTQ professionals wrote the above description.
Marie Clay coined the term *emergent literacy* to describe the early knowledge of text that children acquire before formal literacy instruction (Clay, 1966; Teale & Sulzby, 1986). Early acts of reading, writing, listening, and speaking reflect the emergence of concepts about print, alphabet knowledge, letter naming, phonological awareness, vocabulary knowledge, and word manipulation (Bus, van Ijzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 2000; National Early Literacy Panel [NELP], 2008) and form the foundation for conventional literacy that develops with more formal literacy instruction (Justice & Pullen, 2003). The emergence of concepts about print, alphabet knowledge, letter naming, phonological awareness, vocabulary knowledge, and word manipulation develops when caregivers and teachers expose children to literacy, provide literacy experiences, and model both reading and writing (Light & Kelford-Smith, 1993).

Kindergarteners who are typically developing, are from middle-class homes, and are exposed often to literacy from infancy enter formal schooling with more than 1,000 hrs of early literacy experiences (P. M. Cunningham & Allington, 1999). However, when children are not exposed to early literacy experiences, they are at risk for beginning school without a strong foundation in emergent literacy (Whitehurst & Lonigan, 1998). Research has shown that home literacy experiences for children with multiple and severe disabilities often are different when compared to experiences of peers without disabilities (Light & Kelford-Smith, 1993; Marvin, 1994; Marvin & Mirenda, 1993). For example, when surveyed, caregivers of children with multiple and severe disabilities placed higher priority on communication and self-help skills, such as eating and walking, while caregivers of children without disabilities gave higher priority to communication and literacy activities such as drawing and writing (Light & Kelford-Smith, 1993). The differences in priorities between families of children with multiple and severe disabilities and families of children without disabilities are foreseeable given the demands of
caring for children with multiple and severe disabilities. When these children enroll in school, however, reading and writing become social, legal, and educational priorities.

The term students with multiple and severe disabilities is used here to refer to students with severe speech and physical disabilities; moderate, severe, and profound intellectual disabilities; developmental disabilities; and autism (Alper, 2003). Although these children are a heterogeneous group, in general, their learning characteristics are similar because they often learn slowly and, therefore, learn less and have difficulty putting together component parts of information, maintaining information, and generalizing information (Alper, 2003). Many of these children also have complex communication needs that require the use of augmentative or alternative communication (AAC). The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA, 2002) defines AAC as “an area of clinical practice that attempts to compensate (either temporarily or permanently) for the impairment and disability patterns of individuals with severe expressive communication disorders (i.e., those characterized by severe impairments in speech-language, reading, and writing)” (Introduction to AAC section, Bottom Line text box, para. 4). AAC systems are categorized as assistive technology devices. The Technology-Related Assistance for Individuals with Disabilities Act (IDEA) of 1988 (1988) defines the term assistive technology device, including AAC systems, as “any item, piece of equipment, or product system, whether acquired commercially, modified, or customized, that is used to increase, maintain, or improve functional capabilities of individuals with disabilities” (Section 300.5).

The convergence of legislation that requires accountability and access to the general curriculum for all students (i.e., Every Student Succeeds Act [ESSA], 2015; IDEA, 2004; No Child Left Behind [NCLB], 2002) calls for teachers to be knowledgeable about effective literacy instruction. Information about effective literacy instruction for students without disabilities and
struggling readers from the National Reading Panel (2000) provides teachers with
evidence-based data about the skills (i.e., phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary, reading
comprehension, and fluency) students need to become proficient readers. More recently,
effective literacy instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC
systems has been explored. Research in the field has demonstrated that students with multiple
and severe disabilities who use AAC systems can learn literacy skills (Ahlgrim-Delzell,
Browder, & Wood, 2014; Ainsworth, Evmenova, Behrmann, & Jerome, 2016; Kliwer et al.,
2004; Ryndak, Morrison, & Sommerstein, 1999). The literature supports a balanced and
comprehensive approach to literacy instruction, which can be highly supportive for students with
multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC (Downing, 2005) because of the concurrent
opportunities to build communication and literacy skills through this approach. In the following
sections, we have discussed research-based literacy instruction strategies and current practices
for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC based on a balanced approach to
literacy instruction.

Current Practices

Many educators use a balanced and comprehensive approach to teaching literacy. A
balanced approach to literacy instruction is one that encompasses both skill-based and
meaning-based strategies to teach literacy (Pressley, Roehrig, Bogner, Raphael, & Dolezal,
2002). These strategies are critical for all learners, including those with multiple and severe
disabilities who use AAC (Blischak, 1995; Erickson, Koppenhaver, Yoder, & Nance, 1997).
With a comprehensive approach, literacy is prevalent and integrated across all educational
domains to support the student’s knowledge and use of all aspects of literacy (i.e., reading,
writing, listening, and speaking) for a variety of purposes (Downing, 2005). Literacy can be
broadly defined as acts of reading, writing, listening, and speaking that concurrently and
interrelatedly develop (Koppenhaver, Pierce, Steelman, & Yoder, 1995). By broadly defining literacy to include communication, everyone can participate in literacy—not only those who have mastered the prerequisite skills (e.g., speaking) associated with learning to read (Downing, 2005). With these approaches in mind, this section addresses components of balanced literacy instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC as well as considerations for assessment, comprehension, word recognition, self-selected reading, and writing.

**Literacy Assessment**

We think of literacy as the representation of language in symbolic form, which can be concrete (e.g., objects, pictures) and abstract (e.g., letters, words). In both cases, symbols are used to represent ideas. Our ability to use symbols is shaped over time as we develop communication from using presymbolic forms to using symbolic forms of communication (Rowland, 2011). For example, an infant uses presymbolic communication when pointing at an object and looking from the object to a caregiver. In this case, there is no symbol to represent the idea being shared. The use of concrete symbols occurs when a child begins to use physical representations of an object such as meowing to mean *cat* (Rowland, 2011). Abstract symbols have no obvious physical likeness to the objects they represent and include spoken words, printed words, Braille, and graphics. Abstract symbol use occurs when a child says a word to represent an object (e.g., ball) in the presence of the object and later to represent ideas (Rowland, 2011). In assessing literacy, it is helpful to determine the ways in which the student communicates and the types of symbols the student uses and understands. Students with multiple and severe disabilities who verbally communicate or who have limited verbal output can be presymbolic, concrete symbolic, or abstract symbolic communicators (Browder, Flowers, & Wakeman, 2008). Teachers can consult with other collaborative team members, such as the
speech-language pathologist, regarding the appropriate receptive and expressive language assessment tools.

Assessment of literacy for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC can be challenging and requires creativity. Currently, there are no commercially available assessment tools to reliably and with validity determine literacy skills for this population of students. However, there are informal assessment tools that can provide information about a student’s literacy skills. Because we are defining literacy broadly to include listening, speaking, reading, and writing (Keefe, & Copeland, 2011), it is useful to assess communication skills as a part of the literacy assessment. One tool that can provide information about a student’s use of communication is the Communication Matrix (Rowland, 2009). The Matrix is designed to help caregivers and professionals document the behaviors (e.g., body movements, early sounds, facial expressions, eye gaze, simple gestures, conventional gestures/vocalizations, concrete symbols, abstract symbols, and language) a student uses to communicate (Rowland, 2009). The information gleaned from the Matrix can provide information about the student’s use of communication from pre-intentional to symbolic and can inform the types of intervention used to increase expressive communication. For example, if it is determined that a student uses eye gaze to communicate, we might present objects in an array that would allow that student to make choices by looking at the desired item. A student could select a book for shared reading time given a choice of two or eye gaze from an array letters using partner-assisted scanning during a making-words activity.

Clay (1993) developed a systematic observation process to help teachers gather information about students’ early literacy understanding and monitor progress. The observation comprises several components: (a) print concepts, (b) letter identification, (c) word test,
(d) writing, (e) a dictation task, and (f) a running record (Clay, 1993). Erickson (2000) provided recommended adaptations for each of the observation components that can be used with children who have limited verbal output or who use AAC systems. For example, for the task of letter identification, Erickson suggested presenting an array of three or more letters at a time and asking the student to point to the letter instead of naming the letter. Although this adaptation does change the task, the observation of a student’s understanding can provide meaningful pre- and post-test measures that can inform instruction.

Another approach to gathering information about student reading is the whole-to-part reading diagnosis (J. A. Cunningham, 1993). In this model, the whole of silent reading with comprehension is made up of three underlying parts: (a) word identification, (b) language comprehension, and (c) print processing beyond the word level. With this model, word identification can be thought of in two ways: (a) automatic word identification as the ability to read words with little effort or thought and (b) mediated word identification as the ability to read new words. Language comprehension consists of knowledge of text structures (i.e., syntax) and knowledge of the world. Print processing relates to the skills necessary to read and understand longer passages. These skills involve eye movement to read words across and down the page, inner speech to monitor understanding, prosody, and the integration of all parts for processing text.

A variety of informal reading inventories have been designed around this whole-to-part model and provide information about students’ abilities to read words, comprehend text read-alouds, and silently read text with comprehension. The graded word lists and graded reading passages contained in these inventories can be adapted to inform literacy instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities who are AAC users. The data obtained can provide
valuable information about a student’s skill in one construct of reading relative to another (J. A. Cunningham, 1993). For example, a practitioner can compare the student’s ability to recognize words with his or her ability to listen with comprehension to a passage read aloud and read silently with comprehension. The result would inform decisions about the emphasis of reading instruction. For students who are AAC users, these informal reading assessments can be adapted to gather information about a student’s skills. For example, to assess word identification, a clinician can present an array of three or four words or pictures at one time and ask the student to indicate (e.g., point, eye gaze) the target word spoken by the clinician (Sturm, 2005). To assess language comprehension and silent reading comprehension of the graded passages, a clinician can ask the student to indicate the correct answer from an array of multiple choice responses. According to Sturm (2005), the suggested adaptations can lead to inflated scores and influence the construct assessed and, therefore, should be interpreted with caution.

Assessment presents unique challenges for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC because it is always possible that the student is not able to fully communicate his or her knowledge (Kleinert, Kennedy, & Kearns, 1999). It is essential that the student is comfortable using the AAC system prior to attempting a literacy assessment because the student must have a means for communicating his or her knowledge. Assessment regarding the selection, acquisition, implementation, and training of an AAC system is beyond the scope of this paper; however, we acknowledge that assessment for an AAC system is an ongoing process that requires a collaborative team, including the student, caregivers, general and special educators, related service providers, and others deemed appropriate.

**Comprehension**

Because students with multiple and severe disabilities demonstrate expressive and receptive language deficits, listening and reading comprehension are of critical importance;
however, they are challenging to teach and reliably assess. Responses to literal questions have been the most commonly studied comprehension skill (Browder, Mims, Spooner, Ahlgrim-Delzell, & Lee, 2008; Mims, Browder, Baker, Lee, & Spooner, 2009; Mims, Hudson, & Browder, 2012). Although literal questioning is the strategy most commonly used to assess comprehension among students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC, comprehension instruction should not be limited to literal questioning. Students who use AAC need multiple opportunities to request, question, predict, and comment on the text, and they require that AAC systems be programmed with the appropriate vocabulary for participation. Similarly, the three levels of comprehension (i.e., literal, interpretive, and applied; Vacca et al., 2014) and Bloom’s taxonomy (Bloom, Engelhart, Furst, Hill, & Krathwohl, 1956) should be considered while designing comprehension instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC. Comprehension instruction focused only on responding to literal questions can be limiting because it is a skill rarely needed in everyday life and does not naturally lead to enhanced communication and social connections. Rather, comprehension is most often expressed through discussion, summarization, description, and by drawing connections between the text and other experiences or contexts. Systematic instructional strategies (e.g., prompting strategies, time delay paired with reinforcement) are preferred methods for teaching comprehension responses to students with multiple and severe disabilities, including those who use AAC (Browder, Mims, et al., 2008; Mims et al., 2009; Mims et al., 2012). Most important, teachers should differentiate between listening and reading comprehension. Both should be addressed in a comprehensive literacy program; however, research is only available on the use of strategies to promote listening comprehension for this population.
The term *shared reading* refers to a structured exchange between teacher and student or peer and student and can provide a language-rich milieu to address listening and reading comprehension. Shared reading has been successful for increasing literacy and communication skills for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC when paired with scaffolding (Bellon-Harn & Harn, 2008); Universal Design for Learning (UDL; Browder, Mims, et al., 2008); systematic prompting (Mims et al., 2012); and systematic instruction (e.g., time delay, prompting; Browder, Mims, et al., 2008; Koppenhaver, Erickson, & Skotko, 2001).

Adapting texts for use during shared reading is a common practice for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC (Browder, Mims, et al., 2008; Hudson, Browder, & Wakeman, 2013). For example, Browder, Mims, and colleagues (2008) adapted the books used during shared reading to include pictures velcroed to the text.

While selecting texts for comprehension, it is important to provide text at the student’s instructional level (Sturm, 2005). Teachers may find that a student with multiple and severe disabilities who uses AAC is not at the same instructional reading level as peers in the classroom. Because these students should receive the same opportunities as their peers to participate in shared book reading and apply learned comprehension strategies, teachers can provide students who are AAC users with adapted versions of texts being read with the class (Sturm, 2005). Depending on the student’s needs, books can be adapted in both low-tech and high-tech ways. For example, book pages can be laminated for easy turning and durability, and pictures depicting key vocabulary can be velcroed to the appropriate pages to support vocabulary and comprehension. Although limited, there is preliminary evidence to suggest that books adapted by adding pictures to the text can help increase reading comprehension for students with severe disabilities (Rankin, Harwood, & Mirenda, 1994; Shurr & Taber-Doughty, 2012; Slater,
Selecting and programming AAC devices is essential for students to actively participate in reading comprehension activities. Teachers should collaborate with school-based related service providers (e.g., speech-language pathologist, occupational therapist) regarding appropriate vocabulary, symbols, voice output characteristics, access modes, and placement of devices for maximum usage. Based on student need, vocabulary programmed to the device can support participation in reading comprehension activities.

Aided Language Stimulation (also known as Partner Augmented Input or System for Augmenting Language; Sevcik, 2006) is one strategy to increase language use for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC. With Aided Language Stimulation, the teacher or communication partner models the use of the student’s AAC system during instruction. For example, the teacher may ask the student, “What’s next?” or comment, “I see the bird” using the student’s AAC system. Rather than modeling verbally, Aided Language Stimulation allows the student to observe a model in his or her own response mode. Aided Language Stimulation has been successfully used to promote language comprehension among students who use AAC systems (Harris & Reichle, 2004; Sevcik, 2006) and has natural applications for comprehension instruction and language building during shared book reading (Rosa-Lugo & Kent-Walsh, 2008).

**Word Recognition**

Literature reviews about teaching reading to students with multiple and severe disabilities show that many studies have focused on sight-word reading (Browder, Ahlgrim-Delzells, Spooner, Mims, & Baker, 2009; Browder, Wakeman, Spooner, Ahlgrim-Delzells, & Algozzine, 2006). These reviews demonstrate that an evidence base supports the use of systematic instructional strategies to teach sight-word reading to individuals with multiple and severe disabilities. For example, Browder and colleagues (2006) reviewed 128 studies and found that the use of systematic prompting strategies was effective for teaching sight words to students with
significant cognitive disabilities. Furthermore, Browder and colleagues found that the
time-delay prompting strategy was effective for teaching sight words to students with severe
disabilities.

Often, studies target sight-word reading for students with multiple and severe disabilities
with a focus on the recognition of functional words (Copeland & Calhoon, 2007). Functional
words may include words that appear in the community such as *danger*, *restroom*, or *exit.*
Teaching sight-word reading as the only strategy for identifying words has limitations because it
is difficult to teach every sight word that students may encounter within their communities. In
addition, students then do not learn strategies for decoding new words.

Studies using systematic instruction have shown promising results for teaching students
to decode words. For example, Fallon, Light, McNaughton, Drager, and Hammer (2004) studied
the use of direct instruction to teach students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC
systems to match phonemes to initial sounds of words, blend phonemes, and read
vowel-consonant (VC) and consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) words. With this approach,
participants were able to read words in text format and generalize the learned skills to tackle new
words. Ahlgrim-Delzell and colleagues (2014) found that using systematic prompting strategies
(e.g., time delay, system of least prompts) along with an AAC system to teach phoneme
identification, sound blending to form words, and sound blending to identify pictures were
effective for students with intellectual disabilities who had limited verbal output. Extending this
research, Ahlgrim-Delzell, Browder, Wood, Stanger, Preston, and Kemp-Inman (2016) found
similar results when these strategies were implemented using an iPad.

Research using the Nonverbal Reading Approach (NRA) paired with a phonics-based
curriculum suggests that students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems
and/or have limited verbal abilities learned to decode words using this method (Coleman-Martin, Heller, Cihak, & Irvine, 2005; Heller & Coleman-Martin, 2007; Leytham, Pierce, Baker, Miller & Tandy, 2014; Swinehart-Jones & Heller, 2009). NRA comprises three components. The first component, active participation, encourages students, regardless of their speaking ability, to say words along with the presenter. In the second component, the presenter instructs students to use their internal speech to subvocalize smaller segments of the word with the presenter saying the segments aloud. For the third component, students use their internal speech to quickly synthesize with the presenter the parts of the word (Heller & Coleman-Martin, 2007).

Teachers should instruct students both to read sight words and decode words and should help students to develop concepts about letters and words, phoneme-grapheme correspondence, onsets and rimes, and prefixes and suffixes. In addition, students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems should receive access to letters so that they can independently create words. This can be achieved in a variety of ways such as through the use of magnetic letters, manual communication boards, eye gaze technology, switch scanning, adapted keyboards, and keyboards with voice output (Hanser, n.d.).

**Self-Selected Reading**

For students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems, self-selected reading is an opportunity for choice making and sharing with others about what they have read. Two key recommendations are important regarding supporting students who use AAC systems to engage in self-selected reading. First, students should receive the opportunity for choice and independence during the activity. Second, it is essential that the materials and environment are fully accessible to the student. In this section, we have reviewed research related to both of these points.
Self-selected reading supports goals in the area of choice making, a key aspect of self-determination (Wehmeyer & Abery, 2013). For students without disabilities, self-selected reading (also known as sustained silent reading) has been demonstrated to improve motivation for reading (Anderson, Heibert, Scott, & Wilkson, 1985; Baker & Wigfield, 2011; Yoon, 2002). Unfortunately, many individuals with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems do not receive ample opportunities to make choices about their lives. As Calculator (2009) pointed out, choice making is not an activity in and of itself but must be embedded in a natural, age-appropriate routine and must enhance membership and participation in an inclusive environment. Communication is central to choice making (Shevin & Klein, 2004). Students with symbolic language skills should have access to AAC systems to communicate their choices rather than simply choosing an object (e.g., a book). Symbols for books should be programmed into AAC devices, or picture symbols should be available as appropriate. Overall, it is important to keep in mind that self-selected reading is a self-directed activity. An adult should not choose materials; however, an adult may need to provide structured, age-appropriate options so that available materials are appropriate to the student’s ability and interests. A variety of genres such as age-appropriate picture books (e.g., a coffee table book about trains); wordless books (e.g., Flotsam by David Weidener); magazines; fiction; and nonfiction texts (Orlando et al., 2014) should be available.

Adaptations will likely be necessary to ensure that the reading materials are accessible to the student who uses an AAC system. The student should be positioned comfortably such that he or she is able to independently manipulate the book. For students with physical disabilities, self-selected reading is often an opportunity to stand, lie, or sit outside of a wheelchair. To access a physical book, a bookstand or page-turner activated by a switch may be necessary.
Books may need to be adapted using page fluffers or reinforced using laminating film or sturdy paper (Downing, 2005). Assistive technology such as a Bookworm (by AbleNet) allows younger students to independently read short picture books by pressing buttons or a switch associated with pages. Audio books and interactive digital books are additional options, especially for students who are not yet decoding new words at their listening comprehension levels. Tar Heel Reader (tarheelreader.org) is a popular, free website where students can read interactive books on a variety of topics and share their own books. By integrating low-tech and high-tech adaptations into self-selected reading activities, students who use AAC systems can meaningfully participate in self-directed activities to improve literacy skills.

Writing

Students who use AAC systems communicate by creating messages through presymbolic or symbolic methods (Blackstone, 1989). For students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems, composing messages may be challenging due to a language impairment and fine-motor impairment (Wollack & Koppenhaver, 2011). Voiced letters, words, or phrases can be programmed under pictures, objects, or symbols on AAC devices to help the user construct a message. To create a message, the user must engage in the planning, translation, and transmission of the message (Koppenhaver & Williams, 2010).

A cognitive process model of writing (Flower & Hayes, 1981) has been used in the field of AAC as an approach for instructing students with complex communication needs (Clendon & Erickson, 2008; Koppenhaver & Williams, 2010; Wollack & Koppenhaver, 2011). The model, which includes planning, translating, and reviewing, parallels the thought process that adult writers experience as they compose text (Flower & Hayes, 1981). First, the writer engages in planning through generating ideas, organizing, and goal setting. Next, the writer must translate understandings of experiences and complex relationships into a linear work that complies with
the conventions of the chosen medium. Finally, reviewing consists of evaluating and revising as writers read their texts and make changes. Koppenhaver and Williams (2011) used the Flower and Hayes (1981) model in a review of the literature about writing and AAC to interpret current literature and guide future research. The review revealed that much of the research in writing instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities has focused on spelling single words. Little research has been conducted on the use of strategies for planning, translating, and reviewing writing beyond single words for AAC users.

More recent studies have shown that students with multiple and severe disabilities who are AAC users increased writing output when technology (i.e., hardware, software) was provided (Bedrosian, Lasker, Speidel, & Politsch, 2003; Erickson et al., 1997; Light, McNaughton, Weyer, & Karg, 2008; Williams, Koppenhaver, & Wollack, 2007). The use of peers to scaffold and model the writing process (Bedrosian et al., 2003; Erickson et al., 1997; Light et al., 2008) was also found to be a helpful component in writing intervention. Authentic writing experiences (Erickson et al., 1997; Light et al., 2008) as well as explicit instruction (Bedrosian et al., 2003) and a specific structure for writing text (Williams, Koppenhaver, & Wollack, 2007) also helped to improve writing for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC.

Given that students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems are often unable to hold conventional writing tools like other students do, the provision of alternate tools is essential for the opportunity to engage in writing. Alternatives to a pencil or pen come in many forms and need no prerequisite skills (e.g., reading) for use. Hanser (n.d.) suggested many alternatives for beginning writers with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems, including alphabet eye gaze frames, print flip charts, Braille alphabet charts, custom overlays for alternate keyboards, and switch-accessible onscreen keyboards.
A key requirement for alternative pencils is that they allow the user to access the entire alphabet so that learners can progress through natural developmental levels of writing, and their progress can be assessed (Sturm, Cali, Nelson, & Staskowski, 2012). Sturm and colleagues (2012) identified a 14-stage process for writing development in AAC users, which parallels typical writing development but includes alternative considerations for accessibility. The stages are drawing, scribbling, letter strings, letter strings grouped in words, one intelligible word, two to three intelligible words, three or more different intelligible words, partial sentence of more than three words, one to two complete sentences, three or more unrelated sentences, three or more related sentences, three or more related sentences that cannot be reordered, two coherent paragraphs of at least three cohesive sentences each, and three or more coherent paragraphs of three or more cohesive sentences each. Sturm and colleagues (2012) also recommended accommodations at each stage. For example, in the first stage, drawing, a child who does not hold a pencil or marker may choose among pictures. When intelligible words are created, a word bank or word-prediction software, such as Co:Writer Version 7 (Don Johnston, Inc., 2010), may be necessary. Graphic organizers, such as Inspiration and Clicker Version 7 (Crick Software, 2011), can help writers create more coherent and cohesive text. Teachers working with students who are AAC users should consult with knowledgeable individuals on their collaborative teams to discover the multitude of technologies that may be appropriate for their students with multiple and severe disabilities. With all of the technology available, every student should be able to engage in reading and writing with their same-age peers.

**Summary**

Students with multiple and severe disabilities make up less than 2% of the total population of students ages 6 through 21 (U.S. Department of Education, 2015). The expectation for reading achievement for many of these students has consisted of sight-word reading (Kearns,
Towles-Reeves, Kleinert, Kleinert, & Thomas, 2009). The research supports that with appropriate interventions and supports, students with multiple and severe disabilities can be members of a literate society (Kliewer et al., 2004). Research suggests that students can engage in reading comprehension lessons using systematic instruction and adapted texts. There is evidence to suggest that students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems can use decoding strategies to identify new words. In addition, evidence suggests that the integration of instruction in both reading and language (Erickson et al., 1997) and in writing (Hanser & Erickson, 2007) can support improved literacy and communication. Based on current policies and the growing research base of literacy instruction for students with multiple and severe disabilities who use AAC systems, it is evident that the provision of knowledge and instruction on literacy strategies to support these students is an essential component of teacher education programs.
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Appendix A

Innovation Configuration for Improving Literacy Instruction for Students With Multiple and Severe Disabilities Who Use Augmentative/Alternative Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essential Components</th>
<th>Implementation Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>There is no evidence that the component is included in the syllabus, or the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instructions: Place an X under the appropriate variation implementation score for each course syllabus that meets the criteria level from 0 to 3. Score and rate each item separately.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.0 Literacy Assessment and Adaptations

2.0 Comprehension

3.0 Word Recognition

4.0 Self-Selected Reading

5.0 Writing
## Appendix B

Levels of Support for Improving Literacy Instruction for Students With Multiple and Severe Disabilities Who Use Augmentative/Alternative Communication

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Essential Components</th>
<th>CEEDAR Level of Evidence</th>
<th>Supportive Research</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1.0 Literacy Assessment and Adaptations</strong></td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Clay, 1993; J. A. Cunningham, 1993; Erickson, 2000; Rowland, 2011; Sturm et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2.0 Comprehension</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.1 - Questioning and responding strategies.</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Harris &amp; Reichle, 2004; Rosa-Lugo &amp; Kent-Walsh, 2008; Sevcik, 2006; Vacca et al., 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.2 - Systematic instruction.</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Browder, Mims, et al., 2008; Mims et al., 2009; Mims et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.3 - Shared reading.</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Bellon-Harn &amp; Harn, 2008; Browder, Mims, et al., 2008; Hudson et al., 2013; Koppenhaver et al., 2001; Mims et al., 2012; Rosa-Lugo &amp; Kent-Walsh, 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.4 - Adapting books.</td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Rankin et al., 1994; Shurr &amp; Taber-Doughty, 2012; Slater, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essential Components</td>
<td>CEEDAR Level of Evidence</td>
<td>Supportive Research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3.0 Word Recognition</strong></td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Ahlgrim-Delzell et al., 2014; Coleman-Martin et al., 2005; Fallon et al., 2004; Heller &amp; Coleman-Martin, 2007; Swinehart-Jones &amp; Heller, 2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4.0 Self-Selected Reading</strong></td>
<td>Emerging</td>
<td>Anderson et al., 1985; Baker &amp; Wigfield, 1999; Yoon, 2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5.0 Writing</strong></td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Bedrosian et al., 2003; Erickson et al., 1997; Koppenhaver &amp; Williams, 2010; Light et al., 2008; Williams et al., 2007; Wollack &amp; Koppenhaver, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>